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Matthew 13:44-46 (ESV) – The treasure and the pearl  
 
Main point: The kingdom of heaven is worth everything. 
 
Open with a short prayer, inviting God to teach us. 
 
Background: In this section from the gospel of Matthew, Jesus has been teaching people with stories 
called parables, about God’s kingdom, including stories about a farmer, weeds, a mustard seed, and 
bread yeast.  

Earlier in Matthew, Jesus had taught his followers to pray to God, “Your Kingdom come, your 
will be done, on earth as it is in heaven” (Matthew 6:10). Now Jesus is explaining what God’s kingdom 
is like. We’re going to look at two of the shortest parables. 
 
Focus of study: 
[Jesus said,] 44 “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field, which a man found and 
covered up. Then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys that field. 
45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls,46 who, on finding one pearl 
of great value, went and sold all that he had and bought it.” 
 
Questions: 

1. In both verses 44 and 45, Jesus names the subject of the two stories. What are these stories 
about? How do both verses start?  

a. “The kingdom of heaven is like …” Jesus is using a couple of pictures to teach us 
something about the kingdom of heaven. 

2. I wonder why Jesus used stories to describe the kingdom of heaven? If someone asked you to 
describe God’s kingdom, how would you do it? 

a. Not easy! It would be like trying to describe love or peace. 
b. Jesus uses pictures, language, and images that will make sense to his listeners: “This is 

what God’s kingdom is like.” 
3. Let’s look at these two stories one at a time. What is the first story about? “The kingdom of 

heaven is like…” 
a. v. 44: A treasure hidden in a field. 

4. What happens to this treasure? 
a. A man finds it. 

5. What does the man do when he finds this treasure, and why? 
a. He covers it up so no one else finds it before he can buy the field and own it. 

6. How is the man feeling about his find? How would you feel if you stumbled across a treasure 
chest as you were walking in a field? 

a. Surprised! He wasn’t expecting anything. 
b. Curious: What is this? 
c. Joyful! He just hit the jackpot! 

7. Does it sound like the man was out and about looking for treasure? 
a. No … he just happens across it. 

8. After the man covers up the treasure, what does he do? 
a. He goes and sells everything he has… 

i. How would you expect someone to feel getting rid of all their possessions? 
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1. Maybe sad? Or possibly relieved? 
ii. What is the man’s mood at this point? 

1. Joyful! “In his joy he goes and sells all he has.” 
9. What is the man’s single focus? Is he focused on all of his possessions that he’s selling? 

a. No. He’s joyful to trade all he has for the treasure. 
10. Now let’s look at the second story Jesus uses to describe the kingdom of heaven. What happens 

in this story? (Reread v. 45-46.) 
a. v. 45. A merchant who’s looking for fine pearls finds one of great value. 

11. What does the merchant do? 
a. Sells everything else that he has to buy that one pearl.  

12. For a merchant who deals in and collects pearls, what might “everything he had” include? 
a. All of his other pearls.  

13. What does that tell you about this one pearl that the merchant finds? How does this one pearl 
compare to all of the merchant’s other pearls?  

a. The merchant, who knows pearls, recognizes this one pearl as worth far more than all of 
his other pearls put together. 

14. How do you think the merchant feels when he sees this incredible pearl? 
a. He may be surprised to see this great pearl. 
b. He’s thrilled! No comparison to anything he’s ever seen before. 

15. So let’s compare these two stories. Tell me about the two people and what they do: 
a. First, a man stumbles across a treasure, and joyfully sells all he has to buy it.  
b. Second, a merchant finds something he’s looking for, and sells all that he has to buy it. 

16. What’s different about these two stories? 
a. The approach of the two guys: one isn’t looking, and one is. 

17. What’s the same about these two stories? What do both men do? What do both men end up 
with? 

a. They both come across a priceless thing, something of ultimate value. 
b. They both give up everything they have to get that thing of ultimate value. 

18. Jesus says the kingdom of heaven is like this treasure and like this pearl. Based on those 
pictures, I wonder what you think God’s kingdom is like? 

a. God’s kingdom may surprise us when we find it. 
b. God’s kingdom is a priceless thing. 
c. God’s kingdom is worth anything and everything you’ve got in order to gain it. 
d. God’s kingdom produces great joy in anyone who gains it. 

19. When you have a kingdom, who and what is included in it? 
a. The King 
b. Other citizens 
c. Everything under the King’s command 

 
God’s kingdom is costly: God calls us to full obedience, not half-hearted, not “I’ll have a little of this but 
not that.” But it’s worth everything you have to gain an eternal, joyful, love relationship with this King 
and to live in his Kingdom! 

 
20. Ask for prayer requests for today. 
21. Close in prayer, naming people and needs listed. 
22. End with a song, e.g., first verse of Amazing Grace 



 

Matthew 13:44-46 
 

[Jesus said,] 44 “The kingdom of heaven is like 
treasure hidden in a field, which a man found and 
covered up. Then in his joy he goes and sells all 
that he has and buys that field. 
 
45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant 
in search of fine pearls,46 who, on finding one pearl 
of great value, went and sold all that he had 
and bought it.” 
 


